
Tabella - A Latin word for blackboard, the presentation aid which was invented over 200 years. Some of you 
may still remember the days which you breathe in the powder of chalk, though the presentation aid have 
migrated to whiteboard later on, still it may fail you when you try to look for a marker which still wasn’t dried 
out!

TTabella, is not the old fashioned blackboard, it is similar to what you are using on black or whiteboard, but 
you will not have the problem with the chalk and dried out marker. Moreover, it can make your presentation 
more interesting by showing music, videos or even get online. Application of the Tabella can be using in 
classroom, conference room or even TV studio for commentator to write comments on screen.

WhenWhen interactive flat panel introduced to the market, lots of customers commented that the display of hand 
writing cannot synchronize with the actual speed of what they move. In order to overcome this common 
issues, our factory have spent months to deal with the problem and now the delay is hardly visible. Besides, to 
make your presentation more interactive, we have come up with a few software for you as options to brighten 
up your presentation as well.

Tabella - your Interactive Flat Panel comes with sizes 55”, 65”, 75” , 86” and 98”
Tabella - your tools to creative presentation!

- Ultra-thin and ultra-narrow appearance 4K UHD panel
- Built in Android system and mountable PC runs under Windows
- Front physical keys and front USB ports for Android and PC
- IR (Infrared Ray) touch technology advantages:
1 Resistant to optical interference (use as usual under direct sunlight)
2 Resistant to shielding
3 Rapid response, fluent in writing & demonstration3 Rapid response, fluent in writing & demonstration
- Smart operating system with touch menu
- Multi touch up to 20 points
- Slot in PC and WiFi module option

Features
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